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Abstract
We have produced a framework of general moral principles for animal research ethics in a book, Principles of Animal Research
Ethics, which is forthcoming with Oxford University Press in fall 2019. This book includes a detailed statement and defense
of our framework along with critical commentaries on our work from seven eminent scholars: Larry Carbone, Frans de Waal,
Rebecca Dresser, Joseph Garner, Brian Hare, Margaret Landi, and Julian Savulescu. In the present paper, we explain the
motivation for our project and present our framework of principles. The first section explains why a new framework is both
needed and timely, on the basis of six important developments in recent decades. The second section challenges assertions
of an unbridgeable gulf dividing the animal-research and animal-protection communities on the issue of animal research. It
does so, first, by indicating common ground in the core values of social benefit and animal welfare and, then, by presenting and
brief ly defending our framework: three principles of social benefit and three principles of animal welfare. These six
principles, we argue, constitute a more suitable framework than any other that is currently available, including the
canonical 3 Rs advanced in 1959 by William M. S. Russell and Rex L. Burch.
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Attention to the ethics of using animals in biomedical and
behavioral research has surged over the past four decades. Mainstream journals in both the humanities and the sciences have
increasingly published in this area after previously publishing
little, if anything, on the subject. Meanwhile, codes of ethics
formulated by professional societies1 as well as government regulations and guidelines in virtually every country have expanded
or significantly improved during this period.2
Human research ethics has long benefited from widespread
acceptance of general moral principles presented in documents
such as the Belmont Report,3 but no comparable framework of
principles displaying the core values of animal research ethics
has been available to help in the guidance and proper oversight
of animal research. (Later we will clarify why we do not regard
the influential 3 Rs as constituting an adequate framework.) To
fill this gap, we have produced a framework of general moral
principles for animal research ethics in a book, Principles of

Animal Research Ethics, to be published by Oxford University Press
in the fall of 2019. This book includes a detailed statement
and defense of our framework along with critical commentaries
on our work from 7 eminent scholars representing an array
of disciplines that grapple with animal research ethics: Larry
Carbone, Frans de Waal, Rebecca Dresser, Joseph Garner, Brian
Hare, Margaret Landi, and Julian Savulescu.
In this paper, we explain the motivation for our project and
present our framework of principles, demonstrating its basis in
shared values. The first section addresses 2 questions: Why is
this new framework needed? and Why is it needed now? We
answer by pointing to 6 developments that indicate the need for,
and timeliness of, our framework: (1) growing public concerns
about animal welfare; (2) advances in the scientific study of
animals; (3) the development of animal ethics as a scholarly
discipline; (4) significant gaps in the content of the 3 Rs conception of animal research ethics; (5) growing concerns among
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The Need for a New Framework of Principles
for Animal Research Ethics
Animal research currently lacks but needs a guiding ethical
framework that can meet 3 demands. First, the framework must
be ethically defensible, which requires being able to withstand
well-informed scrutiny from specialists in ethics, investigators
in science, and members of the informed general public. Second,
the framework must be politically reasonable in offering a realistic
chance of acceptance by persons interested in the advancement
of animal research, persons interested in rigorous protection for
animals involved in research, and the interested public. Third,
the framework must be practically instructive by offering sound
ethical guidance—even if only at a general level—to practitioners
in the animal research enterprise. We believe our framework
meets these demands for reasons we develop in the remainder
of this paper.

Growing Public Concerns about Animal Welfare
Since roughly the 1970s, public concerns about animal welfare
have increased substantially. This trend is reflected in numerous
social, political, and institutional developments. For example,

an increasing percentage of people have reduced or eliminated
meat—and sometimes other animal products such as eggs and
dairy products—from their diets in many countries.5 In addition,
despite the fact that the use of animals in entertainment was
rarely questioned for most of the twentieth century, we have
recently seen the closing of circuses and various orca exhibits,6
the criminalization of cockfighting and dogfighting in all 50 US
states and the District of Columbia,7 and protests against other
forms of entertainment that involve rough treatment of animals,
including rodeos.8 Meanwhile, we have seen the discontinuation
of federally funded invasive research involving chimpanzees in
the United States9 and involving great apes more generally in the
European Union and beyond (though exceptions are sometimes
permitted in the European Union).10 In all of these developments,
concerns about animal welfare are prominent.
In light of these concerns about animal welfare, we maintain
that the classic 3 Rs framework is no longer adequate by itself
for animal research ethics. We also contend that our more comprehensive and defensible framework stands a better chance of
sustaining public trust in animal research.

Advances in the Scientific Study of Animals
For much of the twentieth century, some leading schools of
psychology and related disciplines encouraged a substantive
view of nonhuman animals as (more or less) automata and/or
a methodological view according to which the mental states of
animals were not a fit topic of scientific investigation.11 Mental
states such as intention were scarcely mentioned in these
theories. These substantive and methodological approaches to
animals’ mental lives have been heavily criticized and widely
rejected in recent decades.12 Today the scientific study of
animal consciousness and cognition continues to advance at a
rapid pace, providing new insights into animal minds, bodies,
behavior, and basic needs. Available evidence supports the
attribution of consciousness or awareness to a wide range of
species, probably including most vertebrate species and, among
invertebrates, cephalopods.13 Higher order mental phenomena
such as emotions,14 episodic memory,15 social self-awareness,16
self-recognition,17 meta-cognition,18 complex communication
abilities,19 planning,20 and empathy21 are increasingly attributed
to members of various nonhuman animal species on the basis
of high-quality scientific studies and related analyses in the
philosophy of cognitive science. Greater insight into animals’
mental lives has resulted in a higher estimation of the cognitive,
psychological, and behavioral complexity of many animals, in
turn fostering increased respect for them and thereby greater
interest in ethical and scientific issues regarding their proper
treatment, including their care and use in biomedical and
behavioral research. We believe that at least one of our principles
of animal welfare—the principle of basic needs (discussed in the
next section)—is more responsive than the 3 Rs to the current
state of scientific knowledge about animals and its ethical
significance.

The Emergence and Growth of Animal Ethics as a
Scholarly Field
Around the mid-1970s, a multidisciplinary scholarly literature
began to emerge that focused on animals’ moral status (or inherent moral importance) and its implications for animal research
ethics.22 This academic area has seen extraordinary growth,
rising from obscurity to prominence and respectability in parallel with the growth of social concerns about animal welfare.23
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scientists about the reliability of nonhuman animals as models
for humans; and (6) a persistent but unconstructive perception
that fundamentally different moral perspectives on the ethics of
animal research are irreconcilable.
Regarding development 6, in our second section we cast
doubt on assertions of an unbridgeable gulf dividing the perspectives of persons deeply committed to biomedical research
involving animals and individuals who identify strongly with
animal protection. Our claim is that common ground exists
between these 2 orientations that includes 2 core values: social
benefit and animal welfare. On the basis of these 2 core values,
we present, clarify, and briefly defend a new framework of
moral principles containing 3 principles of social benefit and
3 principles of animal welfare. These 6 principles constitute
a more suitable framework than any other currently available
framework, including the influential one presented in Principles
of Humane Experimental Technique, published in 1959 by zoologist
and psychologist William M. S. Russell and microbiologist Rex
L. Burch.4 Their principles are commonly referred to as the 3
Rs. We regard our set of principles as more comprehensive and
more likely than theirs to foster extensive agreement among
the many parties concerned to have a justified and practicable
animal research ethics.
To summarize and anticipate our discussion below of the
principles, here is a diagram of the structure of our framework:
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Gaps in the 3 Rs
Russell and Burch’s 3 Rs principles (or, perhaps more accurately,
directives) call for replacing sentient animals with other models
where possible, reducing the number of animal subjects to what is
needed for statistical adequacy, and refining techniques to reduce
animal pain and distress.24 Beyond government regulations and
assorted codes of ethics, this text has been accorded something
like canonical status for animal research ethics in many institutions and research contexts.
Historically the 3 Rs represent a landmark advance in the
promotion of animal welfare and good science, and we do not
underestimate this framework’s merit and historical influence.
The objective of our book is not to replace it but to add complementary content for animal research ethics that the 3 Rs
framework fails to provide. Russell and Burch’s principles neglect
several important aspects of animal welfare as well as some
important considerations pertaining to the human social benefits
that justify animal research. Regarding animal welfare, the 3 Rs
address this core value only in the context of “humane experimental technique”; that is, the welfare of animals is considered
only insofar as they are used in scientific research procedures.25
Although the authors’ attention to this particular context is
commendable, their narrow focus omits important areas of the
welfare of animal subjects outside their use in scientific procedures—including matters of transport, housing, feeding, and
companionship. In fairness to Russell and Burch, they note that
they bracket such aspects of animals’ lives on the grounds
that they are adequately addressed elsewhere.26 We maintain,
by contrast, that principles of animal welfare should address
all morally relevant aspects of animal research subjects’ lives.
In addition to having a narrow conception of animal welfare,
Russell and Burch’s framework omits important ethical considerations pertaining to human social benefit, including the likelihood of achieving benefit through animal studies and whether
and how the prospect of benefit justifies anticipated costs and
harms of research. Finally, the 3 Rs framework is presented
without the support of ethical analysis.
The framework of core values and moral principles that we
present in the next 2 sections of this paper (and more extensively
in our book) fills in the gaps left by the 3 Rs pertaining to both
animal welfare and social benefit. In addition, each principle is
supported by explicit ethical analysis and argumentation.

Growing Scientific Concerns About the Reliability of
Animal Models
Growing concerns have emerged in recent years from within the
scientific community about the reliability of animals—especially
rodents—as models for human biology and human disease.
Some evidence indicates that attrition rates from successful

animal studies to success in clinical application are at least 80%27
and possibly closer to 90%.28 One systematic review found that,
among highly cited animal studies (a select group), only about
one-third translated into successful human research leading to
clinical use.29 A former Director of the National Institutes of
Health lamented an overreliance on genetically modified mouse
models,30 which have been unsuccessful in predicting effective
treatments for Alzheimer’s disease after more than 200 successful animal studies (to mention only one of numerous examples).31 The Editor-in-Chief of The BMJ and co-editor of Peer Review
in Health Sciences, Fiona Godlee, was sufficiently concerned about
low translation rates that she stated that “funds might be better directed towards clinical rather than basic research, where
there is a clearer return on investment in terms of effects on
patient care.”32 Difficulties in translation have also been felt in
some areas of pharmaceutical research.33 In response to growing
evidence of attrition following successful animal studies, some
scientists have called the animal research enterprise in general into question, at least implicitly,34 whereas other scientists
have sought improvements in factors such as research methods,
reporting, and journal practices.35 Also significant are claims
advanced by some scientists that alternatives to the use of live
animals—for example, in toxicity testing—are highly promising36 and might already be as reliable as animal models in some
areas of research.37
The scientific questions involved in the evaluation of animal
models are complex, and scientists should be leaders in the
study of and deliberation about these issues, though professionals in other fields such as the history and philosophy of science
can also contribute substantially. We believe that examination
of these empirical, methodological, and philosophical matters
are critically important for a proper understanding of the core
value of social benefit. As we discuss in the next section, one
necessary condition of the ethical justification of a prospective
animal study is that the prospect of benefit—which takes into
account not only the value of the prospective benefit, if it is
achieved, but also the likelihood of achieving it—must be greater
than the collective costs of the research. Otherwise, the study
would not pass a reasonable cost-benefit test. The reliability
of animal models, or particular types of animal models (e.g.,
primate models of treatments for infectious disease), is directly
relevant to the likelihood of achieving sought-after benefits.38
The degree of reliability of the best alternatives to the use of
live animals is also relevant to the core value of social benefit.
As we discuss below, a second necessary condition of the ethical
justification of a prospective animal study is that there be no
alternative to the use of live animals that offers a reasonable way
of answering the research question at hand.
Our concern in this subsection has been to point out that
questions about the translation success of animal models and
about the viability of alternative methods indicate the need for
a more developed framework of principles for animal research
ethics—one that, unlike the 3 Rs, includes principles of social
benefit.

The Perception That Different Perspectives on Animal
Research Are Irreconcilable
According to a widespread perception exhibited in literature
on animal research ethics, a yawning chasm separates (1) an
animal-research community committed to the scientific value
and moral acceptability of laboratory animal research and (2) an
animal-protection community that prioritizes the protection of
animals’ interests.39 We understand the historical developments
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Animal ethics today has its own academic centers, academic
journals, at least one encyclopedia, and innumerable college and
graduate school courses.
Some might interpret the emergence and growth of animal
ethics as an idiosyncratic or temporary trend, but we agree
with the consensus of scholars engaged in this area that these
developments have helped to correct an unfortunate neglect
of profoundly important questions about the moral status and
welfare of animals. Given the maturation of animal ethics as
a discipline, a framework for animal research ethics must be
defensible from a standpoint that is well-informed both scientifically and ethically.
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The Basis and Content of a New Framework of
Principles for Animal Research Ethics
In our view, reasonable representatives of both the animal
research and animal protection communities should be able
to agree on 3 pivotal moral norms that are intimately related to
our framework of core values and basic principles: (1) sentient
animals have moral status and are therefore not merely tools
of research; (2) the only justification for (non-therapeutically)
harming animal research subjects is the prospect of substantial
and otherwise unattainable social benefits; and (3) permissible
harming of animals in research is limited by identifiable
considerations of animal welfare.
Consonant with these 3 claims is a thesis undergirding our
framework of principles, namely that the 2 core values of animal
research ethics are social benefit and animal welfare. Proceeding
from this small set of moral norms and core values, we construct
our framework of 6 moral principles—3 of social benefit and 3 of
animal welfare. We believe they can be accepted by all parties
who are enthusiastic about the history and promise of animal
research and all parties who are enthusiastic about vigorous protection of animal research subjects’ welfare—without sacrifice
of anyone’s basic commitments. Even those who believe that
it is never, in principle, permissible to harm animal subjects in
nontherapeutic research will, we hope, accept the present framework as a palatable compromise and one justified pragmatically
as a major advance in animal protection.
Although other moral values or principles such as respect for
animals and justice as fairness arguably deserve a place in animal
research ethics, we have deliberately limited the values in our
framework to those that virtually everyone can be expected
to endorse. We believe that these values of social benefit and
animal welfare are to a significant extent already embraced
in the status quo of animal research regulation, practice, and
philosophy—and that most, possibly all, of our framework’s 6
principles are already widely accepted even if they have not
been explicitly captured in any previous framework of principles,
ethical code, or body of regulations.

Principles of Social Benefit
We proceed now to a statement of each of the 6 principles
followed by a clarification of its content and a brief defense of

the claim that each presents a necessary condition of morally
justified animal research. The domain to which these principles
apply is research in which (1) sentient animal subjects live in
captivity, (2) the animals are caused at least some harm in their
living conditions or in scientific procedures associated with the
research, and (3) the research is not therapeutic—that is, not
intended to provide veterinary care to the animals for independently occurring health conditions (e.g., cancers that unexpectedly develop in cats living in human homes). Each principle in
the framework is a necessary condition of morally justified animal
research, meaning that failure to satisfy any 1 of the 6 principles
entails a failure of moral justification. However, as explained
below, we acknowledge the possibility that exceptions to the
final (sixth) principle are justified in rare circumstances.40
The first set of principles—those of social benefit—begins
with the Principle of No Alternative Method: use of animal subjects
must be the sole ethically acceptable way to address a research
problem whose solution offers the prospect of a social benefit.
Because sentient animals have moral status, they should not
be involved in research that is likely to harm them if viable
alternative methods of answering the research question are at
hand. (Sentient animals in the definition we propose are animals
with the capacity to have pleasant or unpleasant experiences.
As noted earlier, a reasonable working assumption is that at
least most vertebrates and cephalopods are sentient.) An animal
study must offer the prospect of some benefit to human society,
and the research question it seeks to answer must be significant
as opposed to trivial. The Principle of No Alternative Method is
somewhat similar to the first of the 3 Rs, namely replacement.
However, it is not sufficient merely to consider possible replacements, as some current codes require.41 Investigators have an
obligation to search thoroughly for possible alternative methods
and, where a scientifically viable alternative exists, forgo the
use of live animals. The Principle of No Alternative Method
can be viewed as a more robust version of the 3 Rs notion of
replacement. When this principle is satisfied, an animal study
offers the prospect of a unique benefit to society—that is, a
benefit that is not reasonably attainable except through research
involving animals.
If a prospective animal study satisfies this principle, the
question arises whether the prospect of benefit that the study
offers outweighs its predictable costs. In other words, a costbenefit assessment is needed. In our framework, the overall costbenefit appraisal proceeds in 2 steps—corresponding to our 2
further principles of social benefit. The first focuses on human
interests (benefits from research involving animals as well as its
costs) and the second relates these human interests to animals’
interests, as explained in the paragraphs that follow.
The first part of the cost-benefit assessment is the second
principle of social benefit, the Principle of Expected Net Benefit:
the prospect of human social benefit from a research study
must outweigh the expected costs and risks to human beings.
All animal studies involve certain costs (here using the term
broadly to include anything that would count negatively in a
cost-benefit assessment rather than including only financial
costs), which must be outweighed by the prospect of benefits.
With this principle matters are simplified by bracketing questions about the precise level of animals’ moral status. We are
assuming that sentient animals have some level of moral status,
but we set aside reasonable differences regarding how, precisely,
to understand their moral status—or, equivalently, how heavily
to weigh their interests, an issue to which we turn momentarily
in connection with the third principle. Accordingly, the costbenefit assessment required by this principle considers only
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that have led to this perception, but we find it regrettable and
dangerous to the extent that it suggests irreconcilable differences between 2 competing camps, thereby discouraging the
acknowledgment or discovery of a common ground serviceable
for animal research ethics. This perception can also, unhelpfully,
encourage a view of animal research ethics as little more than a
political battleground of competing ideologies.
To those who accept the view of entrenched, irreconcilable
values in these 2 communities, it may seem naïvely optimistic
for us to claim to have constructed a framework of principles
for animal research ethics that can and should command the
allegiance of both champions of the value of animal research
and champions of expanded protections for animals in research.
As we explain next, we reject this perception of irreconcilable
differences and hold that one can champion both the value of
well-designed scientific research with animals and the value of
more rigorous protections of animal welfare.
To conclude this section, the 6 developments just described
indicate the need for, and timeliness of, a new framework of
principles for animal research ethics—to which we now turn.
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must consider whether the study’s anticipated net benefit is
sufficiently valuable or large to justify anticipated harms. A consideration that will play an important role—in addition to the value
of the expected net benefit to humanity and a judgment about
animal subjects’ moral status—is how much harm the animal
subjects are expected to undergo. This consideration takes us
to the subject of animal welfare, the core value underlying the
second set of 3 principles in our framework.

Principles of Animal Welfare
Sentient animals have a subjective quality of life, or experiential
welfare, meaning that their lives can go well or badly for them in
terms of the felt quality of their experiences. We assume that the
animal subjects under consideration are sentient and therefore
have an experiential welfare. The latter is a commonsensical
basis for speaking about animal welfare. In our framework, a
prospective animal study is morally justified only if it satisfies
both the 3 principles of social benefit just discussed and the 3
principles pertaining to the welfare of animal subjects now to be
discussed. What justifies harming animal subjects in general is
a well-supported anticipation of social benefit, in particular, by
showing that the demands of the 3 principles of social benefit
have been met. However, harming, justified in general in this way,
still requires due consideration of animal welfare and meeting
the 3 principles of animal welfare in specific ways that will vary
from study to study.
The first principle is the Principle of No Unnecessary Harm:
animal subjects must not be harmed unless a particular harm
is necessary for and morally justified by scientific purposes.
Animal research that involves confining live animal subjects
almost inevitably imposes some harm on its subjects—most
notably pain, discomfort, or distress—whether in the course
of scientific procedures or in handling, housing, or other circumstances of their lives. Harming others, whether human or
animal, tends to be wrong. Accordingly, harming in particular instances is either unjustified, in which case it should not
be done, or justified by appeal to some morally relevant and
overriding consideration. Morally relevant considerations that
may justify intentionally harming another individual include
a need for self-defense (against an attacker), consent of the
individual to be harmed (as in organized boxing), an expectation
of significant benefit to the individual harmed (as in surgery
and some therapeutic research), or an expectation of significant
benefit to other individuals. The latter consideration plays a
paramount role in the justification of (nontherapeutic) animal
research.
The Principle of No Unnecessary Harm requires that harms
to animal subjects in particular studies be limited to what is
necessary given scientific purposes that have been shown to be
legitimate by the satisfaction of the principles of social benefit.
For example, a study that meets the principles of social benefit
may require drawing blood samples from rodent subjects for
genetic testing. Some pain is (we here stipulate) necessary given
the need to draw blood. Under these circumstances, the Principle of No Unnecessary Harm requires making every reasonable
effort not to cause more pain than is necessary—for example, by
drawing blood more often than necessary or handling rodents
more roughly than necessary. This principle overlaps with one
of the 3 Rs—namely, refinement—but the present principle is
broader in not being limited to scientific procedures. It requires,
in addition, the minimization of harms associated with the
feeding, housing, and transport of the rodent subjects in this
imagined experiment.
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costs to human beings and compares these costs to the prospect
of benefit to human society. The costs to human beings include
financial and opportunity costs associated with a prospective
study and any risks that may be posed to human beings (e.g.,
in clinical trials) by reliance on animal models. Meanwhile, the
prospect of benefit, which is to be compared with anticipated
costs to human beings, is a function of (1) the magnitude of the
benefit to society if the study eventually yields a benefit and (2)
the likelihood of yielding this benefit.
It is often difficult to estimate this likelihood, but any rigorous
cost-benefit comparison and appraisal will multiply the value of
possible benefits by the estimated likelihood that the benefits
will occur. Otherwise, the analysis will be distorted by inflation
of the benefit side of the assessment. To use an analogy, a
raffle ticket that purchases a 1-in-5 chance of winning a prize
worth $20 is not itself worth $20; it is worth $4 because the
chance of winning must be factored in. In this context, rates
of successful translation from animal studies to eventual payoffs for human society are relevant and should be taken into
account.
The second principle of social benefit states that a necessary condition of a morally justified animal study is that it
offers an expectation of net benefit for human society (where
“expectation” need not involve greater than a 50% chance of
success but only that the likelihood of success times its value
outweighs anticipated costs). If this principle is not satisfied, a
proposed animal study is not justified even from a perspective
that considers only human interests, without consideration of
the interests of animal research subjects. If the first and second
principles of social benefit are satisfied, then an animal study
offers the prospect of a net benefit to human society (as required
by the second principle) that is not feasibly available in any other
way because there is “no alternative method” (as required by the
first principle).
This conclusion calls attention to the need for a third principle of social benefit that considers animals’ moral status and
interests. The question underlying this third principle is whether
the study’s prospect of benefit is sufficient to outweigh the
disvalue associated with harming animal subjects. A study is
justified only if the answer is affirmative. This third principle
of social benefit is the Principle of Sufficient Value to Justify Harm:
the prospect of a net benefit for human society from a research
study must be sufficiently valuable to justify expected harms to
animal subjects.
What counts as sufficiently valuable? We believe the only
sensible procedure to get an answer to this question is to leave it
open for debate in review committee meetings and comparable
deliberative settings. Reasonable differences exist regarding how
to understand animals’ level of moral status—that is, how to
assess how much moral weight animals’ interests should have.
Our framework rests on the assumption that animals have a
significant level of moral status or inherent moral importance,
but that assumption leaves open exactly how much and which
levels of protection are justified.
The application of the Principle of Sufficient Value to Justify
Harm is sure to prove difficult in some cases, but the principle is
necessary given the gap in reasoning between (1) an expectation
of net benefit to human beings (as required by the second principle) that is not otherwise reasonably attainable (as required by
the first principle) and (2) a conclusion that the expected benefit
is sufficient to justify anticipated harms to animal subjects (as
required by the third principle). In assessing a prospective study
that satisfies the first 2 principles of social benefit, decisionmakers tasked with assessing how to apply the third principle
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be forced to endure prolonged agony, a conviction consistent
with the acknowledgment that animal research subjects should
be afforded decent lives when serving the interests of human
society.
The 3 Rs set no limit on permissible harm to animal subjects.
The same is true of US government principles and, as far as we
know, every other code guiding publicly funded animal research
in the United States. Current requirements pertaining to the use
of anesthesia, analgesia, and sedatives—and to the performance
of euthanasia on animal subjects whose suffering cannot otherwise be eliminated—do not set limits to permissible levels of
harm because the pertinent requirements are suspended when
critical scientific purposes call for withholding pain medications
or euthanasia.
By contrast, the European Union and several individual
nations have established upper limits on harm. The relevant
EU directive states the following: “From an ethical standpoint,
there should be an upper limit of pain, suffering and distress
above which animals should not be subjected in scientific
procedures. To that end, the performance of procedures that
result in severe pain, suffering, or distress [that] is likely to be
long-lasting and cannot be ameliorated, should be prohibited.”43
The eminent ethologist Sir Patrick Bateson, one of the first
scholars to factor animal welfare explicitly into cost-benefit
analyses of prospective animal experiments, supported a limit
on animal suffering similar to that of the European Union.44 In
our framework, the Principle of Upper Limits to Harm applies not
only to experimental procedures, as in the EU directive, but to
transportation, housing conditions, and other factors that affect
animal subjects’ experience.
In view of the possibility of public health emergencies that
might call for certain exceptions to the Principle of Upper Limits
to Harm—such as a highly lethal epidemic for which no effective vaccine or treatment exists—we acknowledge that rare and
extraordinary circumstances may sometimes justify overriding
it. This acknowledgment should not be misconstrued as an
opening to an extensive array of exceptions. The justification of
any exception to this principle requires careful documentation
of exceptionally important social interests and the infeasibility
of pursuing those interests without involving live animal subjects in studies that are likely to impose severe suffering for an
extended period of time.

Conclusion
In this article we have not discussed the role of ethics review
committees in institutions that engage in animal research, but
we do discuss this important subject in our forthcoming book,
Principles of Animal Research Ethics. We regard the process of
ethics review as comparable in importance in animal research
ethics to the core values of social benefit and animal welfare,
and we strongly endorse the role and functions of these committees. When they function properly, animal research ethics
committees engage in sensitive, fair-minded interpretation and
specification of applicable moral norms, laws, government regulations, scientific society guidelines, and the like. However, to
say that this work of oversight and protocol review is massively
important is not to endorse all features of the system of review
as it now stands. Government guidelines in many countries need
to be revised to implement a comprehensive ethical framework
that can withstand critical scrutiny, and the practices of ethical
review in many institutions should be improved to become
more rigorous scientifically and ethically. Other issues such as
conflict of interest in the approval of protocols also need serious
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Another implication of the Principle of No Unnecessary Harm
is the prohibition of harm caused through negligence (as opposed
to harms caused intentionally or knowingly). It may seem obvious that personnel should not harm animal subjects through
negligence—for example, by failing to maintain a room temperature that is appropriate for the species—but in practice this
application of the present principle is vitally important to the
welfare of animal subjects.42
The second principle of animal welfare is the Principle of
Basic Needs: animal subjects’ basic needs must be met in the
conduct of studies unless failure to meet specific basic needs
is both necessary for and morally justified by scientific purposes. This principle is similar to the Principle of No Unnecessary Harm but incorporates the critically important concept
of animal subjects’ basic needs. We understand basic needs as
general conditions of animals’ lives that are important for a
good quality of life. They include nutritious food, clean water,
safe shelter, species-appropriate housing and companionship,
opportunities for stimulation and exercise, and freedom from
experiential harm (e.g., pain, suffering), injury, and disease. (The
relevant discussion in our book presents a more comprehensive
list of basic needs.) When basic needs are not satisfied, an
animal subject is harmed, resulting in a lower level of welfare or quality of life. Many studies call for some failure to
meet basic needs—for example, by imposing pain on animal
subjects—but such an imposition may nonetheless be justified by scientific purposes that satisfy the principles of social
benefit.
In response to the foregoing, one might wonder both why
animal subjects should be entitled to the satisfaction of their
basic needs wherever compatible with scientific purposes and
whether scientific personnel truly harm their subjects if they do
not provide for all their basic needs. As a matter of common
sense, we do not harm birds, squirrels, or deer living near our
house if we fail to ensure that they have adequate nutrition and
do not go hungry in the winter. But the relationship between
personnel involved in animal research and their animal subjects is importantly different from the relationship between a
homeowner and wild animals such as birds, squirrels, and deer
living nearby. Investigators and others involved in the conduct
of animal research have deliberately created a situation in which
animals are compelled to be research subjects and are thereby rendered entirely dependent on their caretakers. This feature of the
relationship creates relationship-based obligations to satisfy the
basic needs of dependent animal subjects. Given this special
relationship, failure to meet basic needs is tantamount to harm,
just as one can harm one’s pet—or one’s young child—by failing to feed him or her. In this respect, the Principle of Basic
Needs is closely related to the Principle of No Unnecessary
Harm. They are linked by the fact that failure to meet an animal’s basic needs constitutes a type of harm if one places an
animal in a situation of total dependency on one’s care. We
note, finally, that the 3 Rs framework lacks any explicit statement of a general expectation to meet animal subjects’ basic
needs.
The third and last principle of animal welfare is the Principle
of Upper Limits to Harm: animal subjects must not be caused
to endure severe suffering for a lengthy period of time. This
principle, which sets a limit on the harm that may be imposed
on animal subjects, might seem more controversial than the 2
principles that precede it, but this principle too is appropriately
responsive to the recognition that sentient animals have moral
status and must not be regarded as mere tools for research. The
underlying premise is that animal research subjects should not
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consideration. The present article is not, however, the place to
address these important subjects.
We hope that the framework of principles we have presented
will provide valuable guidance to members of review committees
and others involved in the evaluation of animal research. We
also hope that our framework will serve as an instructive basis
for improving government and international regulations and
principles for the care and use of animal subjects in biomedical
and behavioral research.
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